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Being a JV CEO may be one of the most demanding jobs in business. But when 
transitions are done well – that is, when the shareholders pick the right 
person, clearly define boundaries, freedoms, and expectations, and the CEO 

takes the right tone and actions from the start – magic can happen.

In some instances, the JV CEO stays for years and builds a business of 
extraordinary value to the shareholders. Think VISA, Fuji Xerox, FTSE, and Aera 
Energy (Exhibit 1). In other cases, the skills selected for and honed in running 
a joint venture translate into even bigger roles, catapulting JV CEOs into the 
executive suite of large public companies, including the JV’s shareholders. Today, 
BP, General Mills, LyondellBasell, Kvaerner, and Codelco each have CEOs who were 
recently at the helm of a joint venture. 

But it rarely turns out this way.

More often, JV CEOs are not well selected, and those 
picked miss a onetime opportunity to define the role  
and set a path for success.1 As one new JV CEO told us: 
“The last five CEOs were carried out in stretchers, and most 
were just dumped on the side of the street.” The median 
tenure of a JV CEO is less than three years (Exhibit 2) – less 
than half that of an independent company CEO.2

Why is it that so many 
good managers struggle 
as JV CEOs?

 1  We use the term “JV CEO” to refer broadly to the position of running a joint venture. Depending on geography and scope 
of the role, this position may have the title of CEO, Managing Director, President, or General Manager.

 2  Independent company CEO tenure data based on the average S&P CEO from 2000-2004. See, “CEO Tenure, Performance, 
and Turnover in S&P 500 Companies,” John C. Coates IV and Reinier Kraakman, June 2010.
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Exhibit 1: Critical Conversations in JVs – Example Topics

 *  Chilean state-owned company and largest copper producer in the world
 	 Source:	Public	filings	and	press	releases;	Ankura	analysis
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

How should JV Boards and parent companies expand the way they search for 
JV CEO candidates? How can attractive candidates use their leverage prior to 
accepting the job to define the nature of the role in a way that allows them to 
succeed? What should new JV CEOs do to maximize impact during their initial 
period in the role? And how should JV CEOs and Boards approach succession, and 
manage the exiting CEO’s path out of the JV? 

Exhibit 2: JV CEO Tenure

 

		 Source:	Interviews;	Literature	search;	Ankura	analysis
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved
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CEO 1978-2006

N = 129 JV CEOs

About the JV CEO (from–to)

VISA – Largest global electronics payment 
network. One of the largest IPOs in U.S. 
history, with 50% valued at $19 billion in 2008

Dee Hock  
(1968–1984)

Carl Pascarella 
(1993–2005)

Fuji Xerox – Granddaddy of cross-border JVs, 
evolved from Japanese distributor of printers to 
stand-alone business with >$11 billion 
 in revenue

Carl Pascarella 
(1993–2005)

FTSE – JV between the Financial Times and 
London Stock Exchange. Now a global leader in 
financial	indices,	including	the	FTSE	100	index

Mark Makepeace 
(1995–present)

Aera Energy – Venture jointly owned by 
subsidiaries of Shell and Exxon Mobil. One 
of California’s largest oil and gas producers 
with ~$4b in revenue. Globally recognized for 
exceptional operational performance

Gene Voiland 
(1997–2007)

Gaurdie Banister Jr 
(2007–present)

CEO JV Public company

Robert  
Dudley

TNK-BP Holding – Russian oil and 
gas	JV.	Has	contributed	significant	
share	of	BP’s	global	profits	

BP

Kendall 
Powell

Cereal Partners Worldwide – Global 
JV in breakfast cereals between 
General Mills and Nestlé

General Mills

James  
Gallogly

Chevron Phillips Chemical 
Company, LLC – Global JV 
consolidating the petrochemical 
businesses of Chevron and Conoco

LyondellBasell

Jan Arve  
Haugan

Qatalum – Aluminum JV between 
Qatar Petroleum and Hydro in Qatar

Kvaerner

Diego 
Hernández 
Cabrera

Collahuasi – Chilean copper 
mining JV between Anglo, 
Xstrata and others

Codelco*

 
Extremely Successful JVs, Led by Long-term and Strong CEOs JV CEOs Who Became CEOs of Large Public Companies

37% More than 50% 
of JV CEOs have 
tenure of three 
years or less
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To answer these questions, we recently examined more than 100 JV CEO transitions 
and conducted interviews with several dozen current and former JV CEOs, JV 
Board members, and HR executives (see “About the Research,” page 8). We focused 
on the challenges inherent to four key points in the JV CEO transition process: (1) 
screening and selection; (2) job definition and scoping; (3) the first 120 days; and  
(4) succession and future career (Exhibit 3). 

The purpose of this memo is to share key findings from this work. It is intended to 
help parent company executives, JV Board members, JV CEOs, and others with a 
vested interest in making JV CEO transitions more effective. This work is part of 
a broader set of findings and tools that we believe is currently missing from many 
transition processes (see “Related Resources,” page 11). 

Exhibit 3: JV CEO Transitions – Key Questions Across Lifecycle

 

  Source: Ankura
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

4. Succession  
and future career 

3. First  
“120 days” 

1. Screening  
and selection

For the Board

• What should we be 
screening for in a JV CEO 
candidate, and how is that 
different than what we’d 
typically use for a BU head?

• Do we put a secondee in the 
role – or promote someone 
from within the JV, or hire 
from the outside?

• If one parent has the right 
to nominate the CEO, how 
is the other involved in 
selection?

• How do we effectively 
screen for these skills and 
experiences, especially 
softer skills?

For the Board

• How do we structure the 
role of the CEO – e.g., 
specific	responsibilities,	
freedoms, and constraints – 
to promote success for the 
shareholders collectively? 

• What things should we agree 
on in advance to ensure 
appropriate expectations?

For the CEO

• How do I make sure 
things are set up for me to 
succeed? 

• How is this job different 
from running a BU?

• Where should I ensure 
agreement with the parents/
Board before taking the role?

• How can I best prepare for 
the role in advance of the 
formal start?

For the Board

• How do we make sure 
the CEO “hits the ground 
running”? What’s our role in 
the	first	120	days?

For the CEO

• Where do I start? What are 
the most important things to 
get smart on/do?

• How do I form an effective 
working relationship with a 
Board representing multiple 
sets of objectives and 
interests? What is the best 
way to interact and build 
credibility with them? 

• How do I manage a senior 
team that I’ve inherited (and 
may not be able to change)?

• How do I most effectively 
identify and manage the 
many different stakeholders 
that are interested in being 
involved in the JV?

For the Board

• How do we best manage 
the succession process, 
including grooming strong 
candidates suited for the 
future needs and demands 
of the JV? 

For the CEO

• Where do I go from here?

• When is the right time to 
start thinking about my  
next role?

• What can I do to help ensure 
the JV is in good hands 
when I leave?

2. Detailed job  
definition and scoping 

1. Screening  
and selection

Day 1
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1. SCREENING AND SELECTION: FOCUS ON SOFT SKILLS 
More than 50% of JV CEOs are selected based on a light screening process – i.e., one 
or two informal conversations or a simple shoulder-tap. In only 15% of cases do the 
JV Board or parent companies seriously look at multiple candidates, conduct several 
rounds of interviews, and use any screening techniques, such as psychometric testing, 
that go beyond interviewing (Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 4: Intensity of CEO Selection Process

  Source: Ankura
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

This is surprising, given the importance and demands of the job. After all, a JV CEO 
must perform all the tasks of a Business Unit President but with a deep overlay of 
added complexity and challenges. Strategy must be forged in a way that not only 
maximizes market opportunities, but also manages the competing interests and 
strategic constraints of the individual shareholders. Governance is not just about 
reporting to a boss and occasionally updating the corporate leadership team on the 
business’s status; it is about managing a Board, committees, and multiple parent 
company strategy and planning processes. And building an effective organization often 
contends with issues like blending disparate cultures and styles, whilst managing a 
talent pool comprised of venture employees and parent secondees.

Given such challenges, the screening and selection process for potential JV CEOs needs 
to look for different things than the search for a Business Unit President, and be a more 
rigorous process than what is currently in place in most JVs.

To be fair, there may be some reasons why JVs tend to be “light” on CEO screening. For 
instance, our analysis shows that some 70% of JV CEOs are secondees – i.e., executives 
from one of the parent organizations placed into the JV, typically for 3-5 years. It might 
be reasonable to conclude that in such situations there is already high familiarity 
with the candidates and a strong sense of their strengths, skills, and experiences, 
and therefore a “light” process is sufficient. Interestingly, however, our discussions 
with JV Board members and HR executives suggest that this inside knowledge is not 

33%
52%

15%

N = 21 JV CEOs

Intense – e.g., 
multiple interview 
rounds, testing

Medium – some interviews 
with Board members and 
potentially others

Very light or light – tap 
on shoulder, informal chat 
with Board members
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fully appreciated. In some cases, information about the candidate isn’t systematically 
captured across that individual’s tenure with the organization. In other cases, softer 
dimensions of the individual’s performance haven’t been captured, or the information 
isn’t centrally and easily available to the Board or search committee. 

Exhibit 5: Softer Skills Needed in a JV CEO

  Source: Ankura
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

The implication: Boards, search committees, or parent companies should adopt a much 
more disciplined (and, yes, process-heavy) approach to JV CEO search and selection. 
Specifically, they may wish to consider some non-traditional approaches to assess the 
softer skills that are so important to succeeding as a JV CEO. As one Board member 
described it to us, the job of a JV CEO is a blend of general manager, entrepreneur, 
diplomat, and international peace negotiator. Strong management and operational 
skills are important, but softer skills tip the balance between success and failure. 
These skills are even more important in cross-border JVs where the parent companies 
are in different countries (which is increasingly the case) and therefore the need to 
appreciate different cultures and organizational dynamics, and the need to know how 
to effectively function in that environment, are critical.

People leadership and management

• Ability	to	ruthlessly	prioritize;	focus	org	 
and Board on the few things that matter

• Confidence	in	personal	beliefs	–	and	can	
withstand pressure from parents and Board

• Able to adapt as the JV adapts – and to lead 
organization and parents through change 

Relationship management skills, 
consensus building and facilitation

• Can understand cultures of different 
organizations,	figure	out	how	to	work	within	
them, and adapt own style appropriately as 
needed;	able	to	put	own	self	“in	their	shoes”

• Has chemistry with Board/Chair/Lead Director

Communication

• A	simplifier	–	able	to	reduce	
conversation to critical issues and 
decisions for the Board/parents…  
and simplify things for JV staff and  
rally people around the message 

• Strong upwards management skills

Cultural sensitivity 

• Ability (and track record) to build high-performance 
teams in culturally mixed environments

• Appreciation and interest in the differences among 
countries, religions, nationalities

• Demonstrated willingness to discuss cultural issues 
but unwillingness to blame culture for failure

“Attitude”

• True Energy Giver – ability to turn frustrations 
into opportunities

• Role model in adopting a “no blame” approach 
to management – both within the JV and 
toward the parents

1

5

2 3

4
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We’ve found it helpful to screen for five types of softer skills (Exhibit 5). Screening for 
these skills is not easy, as they cannot be seen on a resume or through an ordinary 
interview. But there are ways to test for them, including alternative interviewing 
approaches (e.g., behavioral interviewing), psychometric testing, assessment centers 
that take candidates through a series of exercises, and profiling (Exhibit 6). 

2. ROLE DEFINITION AND SCOPING: USE LEVERAGE
For most incoming JV CEOs, there is surprisingly little clarity on what the 
shareholders do – and do not – want from the role. Only 50% of CEOs we spoke 
with saw a basic job description before taking on the role, and rarely did that 
job description incorporate the unique challenges and constraints of a JV. Even 
fewer incoming JV CEOs had an explicit conversation and agreement with the 
shareholders on performance goals or objectives prior to starting the job.

Exhibit 6: Approaches to Screening for Soft Skills in a JV CEO Candidate

  Source: Ankura
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

Tool/approach When initiated Description Who leads Flexibility Reliability Simplicity Cost/time

External 
interviewing

Prior to short-
listing candidates

Questions candidates’ 
superiors, peers and direct 
reports in current employer

External 
search	firms

Psychometric 
testing

Prior to short-
listing candidates

Subjects candidates to tests 
like Myers Briggs, Emotional 
Intelligence, Lectical 
Assessment, DiSC

Specialists in 
the tests 

Assessment 
centers

Initial stages of 
screening

Makes candidates work 
through role plays, 
presentations, case analyses 
etc., under simulated 
conditions

Trained 
assessors- 
typically 
external

Behavioral 
interviewing

Final stages of 
screening

Explores candidates’ soft 
skills through a specially 
tailored question set

Board 
members

Profiling Final stages of 
screening

Creates	a	profile	of	candidates	
using standardized tools 
and frameworks like 
Leadership Circle, Leadership 
Competencies Scorecard

Board 
members – 
with help from 
specialists

Long term 
“observation”

Part of exec 
development 
and succession 
planning

Exposes high performing 
executives to various 
developmental roles and 
coaching

CEO with 
oversight by 
Board

HighLowRating:
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There are different views on how far and hard JV CEO candidates should push for 
detailed definition. Some view lack of definition and clarity as a negative – an open 
invitation for misunderstanding and misalignment down the road. And, having seen 
countless situations where the CEO and the Board later discover they weren’t signing up 
for the same thing, we agree with them.3

Others counsel caution. Some executives argue that, especially when entering an 
underperforming JV, an incoming CEO would be wise to wait for deeper definition. They 
argue that the first task of a new CEO is to figure out what’s wrong, what can and needs 
to be fixed, and only then define the metrics against which the JV and the CEO should be 
measured. And, they say, a CEO candidate is unlikely to have sufficient knowledge of the 
JV to make these determinations before coming in.  

We also understand this point of view. 

But the problem is that if these things aren’t defined in advance, misunderstanding can 
fester into outright disagreement that is hard to reverse. We’ve found that sought-after 
JV CEO candidates enjoy a unique “moment of leverage” between when they are offered 
the job and before they accept it – one of the few times when it is relatively easy to align 
the shareholders around the roles of the Board and Management, and the expectations 
for the business. CEO candidates should not squander it.

What then should the CEO candidate (and Board) do to better define key assumptions, 
expectations, and parameters of the job? We’ve found that there are a few issue areas 
that merit special attention upfront, and that the JV CEO candidate’s “offer package” 
should go beyond a traditional job description.

To help Boards and incoming CEOs, we’ve created a checklist for scoping the role 
(Exhibit 7). The checklist is organized around five areas where agreement is most 
important and often incomplete in joint ventures: (1) performance objectives, (2) 
relationship of the JV to other shareholder businesses and assets, (3) delegations 
of authority and how power is truly shared between the JV Board, CEO, and other 
influencers, (4) different “what if” scenarios, and (5) other items that are specific to 
either the circumstances of the candidate or venture.

There are different ways in which such agreement might be expressed. In some cases, 
it is possible to directly embed this into the JV CEO’s job description or performance 
contract. But incoming JV CEOs have used other mechanisms as well. For example, in 
an energy technology JV, the incoming CEO drafted and had Board members from each 
shareholder sign a three-page description of “what success looks like” in 2011. It was 
broken down into six areas – health and safety, operations, costs/financial metrics, 
organization and talent, community, governance/shareholder management. Each of 
the six areas was weighted, and included pinpoint criteria of success.

 3  For example in a large upstream oil JV, the incoming CEO was shocked to discover four months into the job that he did 
not have responsibility for – or the formal right to provide input into – the JV’s strategy and capital investment plan. 
Rather,	the	CEO	role,	as	defined	in	the	JV	Agreement,	was	to	“execute”	the	strategy	and	manage	the	asset	against	the	
performance targets established by the Board. 
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Exhibit 7: JV CEO Checklist: Things to Confirm Before Taking the Job 

  Source: Ankura
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

 

For things that either can’t be clarified in advance or where there is a preference for 
some mutual discovery, there should be explicit agreement between CEO and Board 
as to when those things will be revisited and agreed on and a specific date committed 
to (e.g., 6 or 12 months into the CEO tenure). For example, in a South American 
industrial sector JV, the CEO’s job acceptance was contingent upon the Board’s 
commitment to sponsor an independent review of the governance and committees, 
as well as a peer review of shared services within the first six months of the CEO 
taking the job.

3. THE FIRST 120 DAYS: ESTABLISH NEUTRALITY
Given that some 70% of JV CEOs are secondees, many incoming leaders are perceived 
to be partisans, consciously or subconsciously biased toward one shareholder.  
Unless the CEO is an outside hire, promoted from within, or is part of an unusual dual 
leadership structure (such as Co-CEOs), a new JV CEO is well-served to take steps to 
establish neutrality and independence, and do so clearly and early in their tenure.

Dimension What to get

Objectives for  
the venture

  Agreement	on	expectations	and	definition	of	success	with	the	Board,	even	if	no	formal	
performance measures or targets for the JV

  If no formal performance measures, explicit agreement on process and timing for setting them

  Clear understanding of the desired “end-game” – e.g., marriage for life, IPO, buyout by one partner 

Relationship to 
other shareholder 
businesses and 
assets 

  Understanding of the boundaries and no-go zones between the JV and the parent companies 

  Detailed	grasp	of	what	each	parent	is	looking	for	from	the	JV,	including	financial	and	non-financial	
outcomes (and sense of how to reconcile their objectives where different)

Delegations of 
authority

  Clarity on the role of the Board is vis-à-vis the JV and CEO (and potentially also role of committees 
and working teams)

  Agreement on how these authorities translate practicality for key decisions and functions 

  Understanding of what authority levels are needed for you to perform role, and if not agreement to 
change	authorities	that	are	insufficient,	agreement	on	a	specific	time	to	revisit

What if scenarios   Discussions with the Board around how certain potential scenarios will be handled – e.g., parents 
don’t	agree,	parent(s)	and	JV	find	themselves	competing,	secondee	performance	issues,	JV	exit

Other   Identification	–	and	exploration	of	–	any	potential	issues	unique	to	your	situation	(e.g.,	if	a	
secondee,	you’ve	discussed	any	relevant	changes	to	compensation,	how	the	JV	CEO	role	fits	 
with your career at the parent)

  Identification	–	and	exploration	–	of	any	issues	unique	to	the	JV	(e.g.,	if	JV	in	investment	 
phase	you	know	funding	sources	and	have	established	funding	will	be	sufficient)
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There are multiple ways to do this (Exhibit 8). One early technique is to allow the other 
shareholder(s) to actively participate in the JV CEO nomination and interview process 
even if the CEO position is a designated “slot” to be filled by one shareholder.4

Exhibit 8: Some Approaches for JV CEOs to Establish Neutrality

  Source: Ankura
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

Getting real input from the other shareholder(s) can go a long way to making the 
Board feel it was their collective choice, rather than an individual foisted upon them. 
Granted, this is less up to the CEO than to the Search Committee or the parent with 
the nomination/appointment right. However, CEOs can play a role here by insisting 
that they are interviewed by all parents of the venture.

 4  For further perspectives on selecting and managing secondees, including seconded CEOs, please see “JV Secondee 
Policies: Cross Company Calibrations,” “Secondee Guidelines,” and other research and best practice materials developed 
by Ankura for subscribers to the Joint Venture Advisory Group. 

APPROACH 1:  
Tell them (then show them)
Explicit and frequent reminder by CEO that 
they	(are)	being	neutral;	complemented	by	
examples from the CEO’s own past roles.

APPROACH 4:  
Get outside perspective
Decision backed up by an external, third 
party, view or analysis (e.g., outside counsel 
interpreting commercial agreement)

APPROACH 2:  
Regular – and same – info to all
Frequent communication to parents (e.g., 
short weekly report on JV), and consistent 
sharing of all information with all parents, 
even if only one asked for it.

APPROACH 5:  
Make them all equally unhappy
“I’ll argue with each half of the JV on an 
equal basis”

APPROACH 3:  
Signal with dramatic gesture
Dramatic gesture expressed to the Board 
meant to demonstrate lack of CEO bias 
towards a parent (e.g., secondee offering to 
sever from parent).

APPROACH 6:  
Use established methodology
Consistent methodology always used for JV 
decision-making (e.g., always data-based)

When you might use it:

When coming from the outside

When you might use it:

Likely useful always

When you might use it:

Partner particularly skeptical/past issues

When you might use it:

Particularly helpful if at least one partner 
has	an	affinity	for	a	specific	methodology	
(and other isn’t opposed)

When you might use it:

On an ongoing basis when looking at the 
“portfolio” of JV decisions

When you might use it:

Very sticky issue where an external party can 
be agreed on
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Another approach is for the CEO to be very deliberate in communicating equally 
to all shareholders. For example, the CEO of a large U.S.-Japanese automotive JV 
copied each of his Lead Directors on all emails to the others (including answers to 
questions asked by an individual), and tried hard to avoid one-on-one meetings with 
Board members from the shareholder who appointed him. Other CEOs have adopted 
a regular (typically monthly) cadence of communication to all Board members. This 
allows filling everyone in on what’s happening with the JV in a consistent fashion, and 
enables the CEO to reduce one-off questions or meetings involving just one parent.

In another example, the incoming CEO of a large natural resources JV has chosen to 
no longer participate in the weekly regional leadership meetings of his appointing 
shareholder. While this creates some risk of becoming disconnected from his 
company, it is more than outweighed by the benefits of being seen as independent by 
the national oil company partner and oil minister.5 

In some cases, we’ve seen JV CEOs who made a dramatic gesture to solidify their 
independence. One seconded JV CEO offered to resign from the parent company 
and fully tie his career to the JV. In another case, the seconded CEO insisted that the 
Board – not his parent company sponsor – lead his review and base his fixed pay and 
short-term incentive compensation entirely on performance against the Board-defined 
scorecard (something that was highly unusual for seconded staff into JVs). Both of 
these offered strong signals to all shareholders that the CEO is not biased towards an 
individual parent.

Any of these can work, and it is up to each CEO to determine which approach fits best 
with his or her own personality, preferences, and circumstances. For example, if the 
preceding JV CEO was viewed as biased, the incoming CEO may want to use multiple 
approaches for establishing that things have changed. And, in fact, in our experience, 
effective CEOs do tend to use a combination of approaches – rather than just one – to 
establish themselves as a fair or neutral leader of the JV.

 5  Of course there are risks to establishing too much neutrality. For example, the President/General Manager of Sable 
Offshore Energy, joint venture in eastern Canada, wound up in a public dispute and court case with Exxon Mobil, his 
employer	and	operator	of	the	venture.	According	to	court	filings,	the	JV	President/General	Manager	took	a	series	of	
actions that he believed were consistent with his mandate and in the best interest of the venture. For instance, he actively 
promoted “the interests of the venture and all its shareholders” …and had the explicit responsibility “to represent all the 
owners	…	without	fear	of	conflict	from	individual	owner	objectives.”	In	the	court	filings,	Sable’s	president	argued	that	
“external assessments often cited SOEI [Sable] as an industry best practice for how well secondees from several owner 
companies worked together,” and directly attributed this to the fact that the president and management team were under 
direct	instructions	by	the	Management	Committee	to	promote	the	venture’s	interests	first.	Such	actions,	however,	were	
not always well received by Exxon Mobil. In his performance reviews, the President/General Manager was cited for being 
“slower than desired in aligning Exxon Mobil expectations, objectives, and stewardship basis.” His role was subsequently 
changed to be less independent and more tied into Exxon Mobil. For example, Exxon Mobil required him to participate in 
Exxon Canada leadership meetings (which he viewed as “increased reporting” to Exxon), Exxon removed certain functions 
from the JV (e.g., well construction) and increased the services it provided to the venture, and Exxon took a more direct 
role in deciding on who would work in the venture under the GM. Source: Court papers, John K. Brennan v Exxon Mobil 
Corporation, October 1, 2007, Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, Canada.
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4. SUCCESSION MANAGEMENT: MORE PROACTIVE  
AND SOONER
Succession is a high-risk time for all companies. Given the stakes and the scrutiny  
by analysts and investors, most public companies in the U.S. and Europe have at least 
invested time in developing a succession plan for the CEO and in developing a bench  
of talent that can be drawn upon to fill vacancies in the top 10-20 positions.

Not so for JVs, where some structural challenges impede succession planning. First, the 
JV Board – which should own the process – often doesn’t fully embrace or appreciate its 
responsibilities. To complicate matters further, JV Boards tend to turn over with high 
frequency – in fact, they experience three times the turnover of a corporate Board.6 This 
makes it hard to maintain consistent ownership over a process that is inherently long-
term. Finally, almost 60% of JVs do not have an HR/Compensation Committee, so the 
group on the Board that is most likely to focus on succession doesn’t exist.

One potential consequence is that less than 20% of JV CEOs come from inside the 
business7 – an indication that JV Boards may be insufficiently focused on long-term 
succession planning and building a strong top team within the venture.

A well-functioning succession process needs to be managed on two parallel paths. First, 
the succession process should identify potential candidates to be the next JV CEO, 
linking into the CEO selection process. This is not intellectually complicated, but it is 
about having a formal process to discuss the evolving needs of the JV, the skills required 
to lead it in the future, and a list of potential successors that match the anticipated 
needs of the JV in the future. For example, in one manufacturing JV, the Board meets 
twice a year to discuss with the CEO the performance of the senior people on the JV 
management team. At the same time, they also discuss succession for these key roles. 
Then the CEO leaves the room, and the Board has the same conversation about him.

Or consider a large natural resource JV where one shareholder has the right to appoint 
the JV CEO. Here, the Lead Director is responsible for identifying the need for a new 
JV CEO 12-24 months in advance of the current CEO’s departure. If there is no strong 
candidate within the JV or parent company, the Lead Director will look for an external 
hire. And that is exactly what happened recently. To help manage the transition process 
and acclimate the future JV CEO to the parent company, the Lead Director brought the 
candidate in to work in the parent company for a year before transitioning into the JV.

The second path of a well-oiled succession involves managing the outgoing CEO. When 
the CEO is a secondee, his or her parent company needs to think about re-entry. This 
is important not only to the future of that individual and the parent’s ability to leverage 
their skills, but it also has an indirect impact on the ability to get top talent into a JV in 
the future. There is nothing that causes talented executives to question whether or not 
they should take a job in a JV more than seeing previous CEOs come back into lesser jobs 
in the parent company, or not come back at all.

 6  Median JV Board Director tenure is 30 months, compared to more than nine years for corporate directors of U.S. public 
companies. (Source: Ankura, 2009 research on JV Boards, and Directors & Boards, Winter, 2004.

 7  For further details on sourcing of JV CEOs, Joint Venture Advisory Group subscribers please see, "JV CEO Transitions," 
July 2011, available within the subscriber access section of our website.
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We took an in-depth look at where JV CEOs tend to go when their tenure with the JV 
is up. Based on an analysis of 108 CEOs, we found that they largely go back where they 
came from. For example, 67% of seconded CEOs went back to the same parent, and 76% 
of CEOs hired from outside the JV and parent companies go back outside (Exhibit 9).

A higher number – 14% – of JV CEOs became CEOs of wholly-owned companies 
immediately following their stint as JV CEO, including two who became the CEO of one 
of the venture’s parent companies. A much larger portion, however, treaded water or fell 
into roles that were perceived to be smaller relative to the JV CEO position. 

Exhibit 9: Next Destination of JV CEOs 

 1		Moved	into	a	lower	position	in	the	JV	(e.g.,	COO	or	other	Executive	Officer).	 
NOTE: this is a small number – 3 in total in our data set

 2  Includes fully retiring, shifting into working retirement (including Board role or advisory/consulting),  
and looking for other full-time employment (typically associated with a forced step-down)

	 	Source:	Press	releases	and	other	public	filings;	Ankura	
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

A key force at work: mismatched perceptions. When an executive emerges from a tour 
as a JV CEO, they will often (and rightfully) see the experience they’ve had running a 
company, owning the strategy, and managing a Board with complex dynamics as a big 
and demanding job.8 But parent companies often see it differently. They look at returning 
JV CEOs as a slightly lesser version of a business unit head – someone who was not quite 
good enough to run a 100%-owned business unit. The net result: misalignment on the 
potential and next role for the returning JV CEO. 

 8  See, “Memo to a New JV CEO: What does it take to succeed at the toughest job in business?” The Joint Venture Exchange, 
December 2008, Ankura.

Where they went...

Where they came from... Same parent JV1 Outside Retired2

Parent seconded 
(40%) 67% 2% 19% 12%

Parent-severed 
(27%) 0% 17% 52% 28%

JV 
(18%) 16%2 47% 21% 16%

Outside 
(16%) 0% 0% 76% 24%

N = 108 CEOs
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What is to be done? When an outgoing CEO is a secondee, the parent company needs 
to not only actively manage the individual’s future career development and path while 
they are in the JV, but also recalibrate how the skills and experiences proven in the JV 
translate into appropriate performance ratings and career potential. Likewise, the JV 
CEO needs to ensure they are maintaining ties into the parent organization, keeping 
up to date on changes happening with the parent, and proactively broaching the 
conversation early on their next role. 

Not all outgoing JV CEOs are secondees or want to return to the parent, of course. 
Within this group, we’re seeing an increasing number of outgoing CEOs, including 
those at Eurostar, Sematech, and GE-Hitachi Nuclear, stepping up into the role of 
non-executive chair of the JV. In many cases, the chair’s focus is on governance – 
providing comfort to the shareholders, and helping the new CEO forge alignment 
among the Board, whose interests, pressures, and influences may not be immediately 
obvious to a new CEO. Done well, it can be an extraordinarily helpful construct 
during JV CEO transitions, and beyond.  

~~~

JV CEO transitions present a challenge and an opportunity. As one Board member 
reflected: “The difference between having the wrong person in there and having the 
right person there, was roughly the difference between a 4-5% return and a 12-15% 
return.” After all, isn’t that what this is all about? 
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About the Research

  Source: Ankura
 © Ankura. All Rights Reserved

In the spring of 2011, the Joint 
Venture Advisory Group conducted 
an analysis of JV CEO transitions 
and what makes them effective.  

As part of this work, we interviewed 
26 CEOs or individuals in equivalent 
roles, talked to JV Board members 
and HR professionals, looked at 
other external research on JV CEO 
transitions (outside of JVs), and 
performed an outside-in analysis 
on JV CEO transitions using 
publicly available information. We 
also tapped into previous analysis 
we had done benchmarking CEO 
effectiveness and examining 
delegations of authority inside JVs.

Taken together, these inputs allowed 
us to understand what JV CEOs, and 
those involved in JV CEO transitions 
in the parent companies need to 
do to maximize the effectiveness 
of	JV	CEO	transitions.	Our	findings	
were further informed by our own 
extensive direct client experience 
with joint ventures.

Other (e.g., media, 
auto, telecom)

CEOs interviewed by industry 

(N = 26)

CEOs interviewed by JV location  

(N = 26)

Middle East 
& Africa

North 
America

Europe

Aerospace

Consumer 
products

High tech

Metals & mining

Oil, gas, 
energy

15%

8%

8%

38%

23%

8%

38%

12%

50%



Ankura Consulting Group, LLC is a global provider of a broad range of 
consulting services. We help clients protect, create, and recover value. 
Ankura	has	more	than	30	offices	worldwide. 
 
For more information, please visit: www.ankura.com.

How Ankura Helps on Joint Ventures  
and Partnerships
At Ankura, we bring unrivalled experience and tools specific to joint ventures and partnerships and 
combine these with deep functional expertise	on	strategy	and	planning,	governance,	finance,	organization	
and human capital, data and technology, operations, and project management, as well as industry and 
regional knowledge and contacts. We serve clients across the individual venture lifecycle and at the 
corporate portfolio level.

CONCEIVE & CREATE

From strategy development, deal origination, 
due diligence, valuation, synergy assessment, 
and	financial	modeling,	to	deal	structuring,	
negotiation, and operationalizing the 
agreements through governance and 
organizational design, Ankura helps 
companies form new JVs and partnerships.

REPAIR & RESTRUCTURE

When JVs and partnerships are facing 
performance challenges or disagreements, 
Ankura brings a unique toolkit and 
benchmarks to diagnose underlying 
issues, drive alignment on change, develop 
influencing	plans,	assist	in	partnership	
restructuring and relaunch, and, when 
necessary, manage disputes and exits.

GOVERN & GROW

Ankura helps venture owners, Boards, 
and management teams align complex 
stakeholder interests and perform better by 
providing assessments, plans and solutions, 
change management and execution support 
on strategy, governance, operating model, 
organization, culture, and operational 
redesigns and improvements. 

BUILD CORPORATE CAPABILITIES

Many of our clients have portfolios of JVs 
and partnerships or are developing strategies 
that entail an ecosystem of partners. Ankura 
helps these companies develop partnering 
and ecosystem strategies. Ankura also helps 
build corporate capabilities, processes, and 
policies to more effectively enter into new 
ventures and govern and manage risks in 
existing JVs and partnerships.


